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ABSTRACT. In this paper, the results of two dimension numerical model for waves in
duced currents in the coastal zone are presented. The model was adjusted and verified at 
Phan Ri-Binh Thuan zone. The results of the testing show a good agreement between the 
observed and computed values. Then the model is applied to calculation of the distribution 
of waves induced currents in Ly Hoa area. 

1. Introduction 

Waves and wave induced currents are a leading cause of the processes of sediment 
transport and shoreline changes. It is necessary to know the distribution of waves 
induced currents for calculating and forecasting the bottom and shoreline changes. 
However, up to now, in Vietnam, the calculation of waves induced currents has been 
considered not much. The Longuet-Higgins 's one dimension model is usually used 
to calculate the waves induced currents in research subjects. 

The radiation stress is the leading external force creating waves induced currents. 
Therefore it is necessary to know the distribution of wave parameters in the shallow 
water to calculate the radiation stress. The RCPWAVE model built at the Cen
tre for Marine Environment Survey, Research and Consultation (CMESRC), Hanoi 
Vietnam is used to calculate the distribution of wave parameters in the shallow wa
ter [3] . Tlie reflection is not considered in the RCPWAVE model therefore the two 
dimension numerical model for waves induced currents is only used for light slope 
bottom zones 

2. Basic equation, initial and boundary conditions [1] 

+ Wave Diffraction behind a coastal structure 
Wave diffraction behind a coastal structure is obtained by the equation: 

where: 
• Kdiff diffraction coefficient , 
• Htip wave height in the tip of the structure, 
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• Hd wave height in the point to be calculated. 
Diffraction coefficient in turn is the function of the angle between wave direction 

and the structure, the angle between wave direction and the point of calculation 
based on the tip of the structure and the ratio between the distance from the point 
of calculatfon to the tip of structure to wave length at the tip of structure. This 
diffraction coefficie-!lts for each point of calculation behind the structure is derived 
by the Sommerfeld solution of optical diffraction applied by Penny and Price [3] . 

+Wave induced current 
The equation for conservation of momentum: 

au+ uau + vau ~ -g 8( - Tbx - _]:__ (8Sxx + 8Sxy) 
at ax oy ax ph ph ax ay 
av+ uav + vav = _ 9 8( _ Tby _ _]:__ (8Syy + asxy) 
at ax oy oy ph ph oy ax 

The equation for conservation of mass: 

ac auh avh _ 
0 at+ ax + oy . -

where: 
• U, V - depth-averaged components of velocity (m/s) in the x- direction and 

the y- direction, they are defined as follows: 

( ( 

U = ~ j u(z)dz, V = ~ j v(z)dz 
-h -h 

• ((x, y, t) - mean sea level in existential waves compared with still level (m), 
• d - water depth above reference bottom ( m) , 
• h - total water depth (m), (h = d + (), 
• g - gravity acceleration [m/s2

], 

• p - density of water (kg/m3
), 

• t - time, 
• Tbx, Tby - components of bottom friction stress in x-direction and y-direction 

(kg/ms2), they are expressed by quadratic forms: · 

Tbx · pC1uvu2 + v 2 ; 

Tby = pc1vvu2 + v2 

where C1 is the bottom friction coefficient in a coexistent wave-current field . 
• Sxx, Syy, Sxy - components of radiation stress (kg/ms2

), they are defined as 
follows: 
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S =E(~n-~)+E~cos2a· xx 2 2 2 ) 

S = E -n- - -E-cos2a· (3 1) n 
yy 2 2 2 ) 

Sxy = En sin a cos a ; 

Cg [ 47rh/ L ] 
n = C = 0·5 1 + sinh(47rh/ L) ; 

E = pgH2. 
8 ) 

L = gT
2 
tanh 27rh 

27r L ' 

where: E - the wave energy, H - the significant wave height , Cg - the group velocity, 
C - the phase velocity, L - the wave length, a - the angle between the approach 
wave direction and the normal of shoreline. 

The Coriolis component is neglected because the model is applied only for narrow 
zones. 

Initial conditions: U = 0, V = 0, ( = 0 
Boundary conditions: 
- At the solid boundary: U = 0, V = 0 

au ac 
- At the lateral boundary: ox = 0, ax = 0 (no longshore gradients of the 

longshore current and average water levels) 
- At the open-sea boundary: U = V = ( = 0 (The open-sea boundary is located 

in a sufficiently deep region, where zero nearshore current velocities and no changing 
of mean water level can be assumed) 

1
The stable condition: 

CD..t 
1 D..x < ' (C = #) 

where C is the phase velocity in the shallow water. 
The steady state condition: 
In each time-step, the total kinetic energy in the flow domain is computed from 

the sum: 

n """'"""'{[( n n )2 (vn vn )2]hi, jD..xD..y} E = L..t L..t ui,j + ui+l,j + i,j + i,j+1 8 · 
i j 

IEn+I Enl 
The steady state is reached when the ratio En+I become less than a test 

convergence. 
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3. Algorism and difference scheme 

For simple calculating procedure, FTCS method is used , which is a finite differ
ence based on scheme with fore time and centre spatial step. 

The parameter (} in the recommended diffusive Lax type finite difference for the 
time derivation is used: 

au [ui~; 1 
- eui~j + (1 - e)(UT+1,j + uz-:_1,j + ui~j+l + ui~j- 1 ) /4] 

8t 6.t 

The equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) are differenced as follows: 

where: 

(~/1 = (~j - 2~tx [Ui+1,j(hH1,j + hi,j) - Ui,j(hi,j + hi-1,j)] 

6.t 
- 2/J.y [Vi,j+1(hi,j+l + hi,j) - Vi,j(hi ,j + hi,j- 1)] 

vn. = ~(vn. + vnl . + vn.+l + vnl ·+1) 
i,J 4 i,J i - ,J i,J i - ,J 

un. = ~ (u:i. + un. 1 + u:i.+l + u:i 1. ·+1) i,J 4 i,J i,J- i,J i - ,J 

(see also Fig. 1) 
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y 

• 

• is the point to calculate ( 
11 is the point to be calculated U 
==? is the point to be calculated V 

Fig. 1. Difference scheme 

x 

4. Comparison between computed and observed values 
The model is applied at the Phan Ri-Binh Thuan zone, in the latitude from 

11°05'70N to 11°10'00N and in the longitude from l08°30'00E to 108°33' 40E. The 
considered area is divided into the equal spatial steps of dx = 50 m (along the normal 
direction of shoreline) and dy = 100 m (along the shoreline). 

The coefficients are chosen for the model, as follows [1]: 
- Bot tom friction coefficient : C1 = 0.01 , 
- The diffusion Lax parameter: () = 0.95 , 
- Water density: p = 1.0 kg/ litre, 
- Gravity acceleration: g = 9.8m/s2

. 

Let us consider the 5 cases of different deep-wave fields in South- West monsoon. 
The deep-wave parameters are received from the station in the depth of 20 m. The 
observed results of waves induced currents are received from the observed currents 
at the nearshore observation station. As known, the observed currents include tidal 
currents, wind driven currents and waves induced currents. Based on the synchro
nous observation of wind, tide , depth, tidal currents (at the deep wave observation 
station) , waves induced currents component is separated from the observed currents. 
Some computed results in comparison with observed results which are correspondent 
with the 5 cases of different deep-wave fields are presented on the table 1. Figure 
2 expresses the comparison between computed and observed results , the compara
t ive results show a good agreement. Figure 3 expresses the distribution of waves 
induced currents field calculated by the two dimension model with parameters of 
deep-wave such as wave height H 0 = 1.90 m, wave period T = 6.5 s and approach 
wave direction SSE. 
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cases 

(1) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

30 
Ill -E 25 
u 

> 20 -u 
.!:! 
Q) 

1 5 
> - 1 0 c 
Q) .. .. 5 
::I 
0 

0 

Table 1. Comparison between computed and observed. wave 
induced currents at the nearshore station 

The input deep wave parameters 
observed 

wave height wave period wave current vel. 
(m) (s) direction [2](cm/s) 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 

1.2 5.9 SSE 14.9 
1.1 5.5 SSE 12.5 
1.0 5.4 SSE 10.4 
1.4 5.5 SSE 18.5 
1.7 5.6 SSE 24.6 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.-- -

- - .-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - -

- - ·- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -• • 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 3 4 5 

The number of cas e s are calculated 

computed error 
current vel. (%) 

(cm/s) 

(6) (7) 

17.2 15 
13.5 8 
12.0 15 
16.1 13 
22 .6 8 

+ observe d 

m computed 

Fig. 2. Comparison between the computed and observed waves induced currents 

5. The trial applying of model at the Ly-hoa zone of Quang Binh 
province 

The Ly-hoa zone, one of many areas in Vietnam, is being eroded seriously. In the 
year 2001, CMESRC completed the project of shoreline protection for this zone. The 
research results bring out the project of building a stone jetty system for shoreline 
protection. Therefore, we calculated the distribution of waves induced currents with 
2 cases as follows [3]: with and without stone jetty system. The RCPWAVE model 
was modified to calculate the difraction in the areas behind the construction. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of waves induced currents at the Phan Ri estuarine 

Spatial step: dx = 50 m, dy = 100 m 

( dx along the normal direction of shoreline and dy along the shoreline) 

The parameters of deep-wave were applied to this model as follows: H = 2.3 m, 
T = 7.1 s, direction NE. 

In the case of no stone jetty system (see fig. 4), the distribution ·of waves induced 
currents has shown some eroding areas. For instance, the Ly Hoa estuarine area, 
where there is rather strong possitive gradient of current , is being eroded. Thus, 
distribution of waves induced currents has contributed to the comprehension of 
eroding causes [3] .. 

In the case of having stone jetty system (see fig. 5), the distribution of waves 
induced currents at jetty front and back is corn~sponded to some results received 
from other models [3]. 

6. Conclusions 

- The testing results show a good agreement between the observed and computed 
values. 

- Because the reflection is ignored in the model, it is advisable to apply the model 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of wave induced current at Ly Hoa estuarine of Quang Binh province 

Spatial steps: dx = 25 m, dy = 25 m (no stone jetty system) 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of wave induced current at Ly Hoa estuarine of Quang Binh province 

Spatial steps: dx = 25 m, dy = 25 m (with the stone jetty systems) 
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with marine structures like groins or jetties which have the length perpendicular to 
the shoreline in order to reduce the reflecting waves 

- The model needs testing more, then it can be applied to the calculation of 
waves induced currents in coastal zones of Vietnam. 

The paper were partly supported by fundamental research project "Marine Hy
drodynamics and Environment No. 32" 
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MO HINH HAI CHIEU TINH DONG CHAY DO SONG KHU vvc GAN BO 

Bai baa trinh bay ket qua cua vi~c xay d\mg mo hlnh so tr! hai chieu de tinh dong 
chay do song & khu vvc gan ba. Dau vao cua mo hlnh Ia cac tham so song khi song 
truyen vao vung gan ba. Mo hlnh RCPWAVE dtrqc su dvng de tinh phan bo cac 
tham so song (mo hlnh nay dtrqc xay dvng t9-i CMESRC). Vl mo hlnh RCPWAVE 
khong tfnh den hi~U ung nhieu X9' nen 0 day da xay dvng them modul de tfnh song 
nhieu X9' phfa sau cong trlnh. Mo hlnh hai chieu tfnh dong chay do song duqc kiem 
chung bang each so sanh v&i ket qua do d9-C t9-i vung bien Phan Rf - Blnh thu~n 
ung v&i 5 truang hqp truang song ngoai khai khac nhau, ket qua so sanh kha tot . 
Mo hlnh dtrqc ap dvng tinh toan thu cho vung bien Ly Hoa - Quang Blnh trong 
truang hqp tv nhien (khi chua co cac cong trlnh bao v~ ba) va trong truang hqp 
sau khi xay dvng cac cong trlnh bao v~ ba bien. Bue tranh phan bo dong chay song 
trong truang hqp khong c6 cong trlnh da g6p phan ly giru duqc ca che x6i l& nai 
day va trong truang hqp co cong trlnh thl buc tranh dong chay song phu hqp v&i 
ket qua nh~n duqc tu m9t so mo hlnh khac. 
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